
Syrian Migrant Stabs 15 Year-Old Boy Dead for Defending 

Female Classmate from Sexual Assault  

-High Priest Mageson 666 

Rape-ape, Murder's 15 Year Old Boy For Stopping Apes, Rape 

 

 

The Rape-ape and Rat Face [brownz and Jooz] strike once again and it’s going to keep on 

getting worse. But wait a second here! Who's the criminal problem some White dude for 

wearing a T-Shirt protesting Rape-Apes, thus Rat Faced policy. How dare he get in the way or 

rape and murder of Whites by Jooz and Brownz...... Jooz and Brownz are the problem, White 

Racism is the solution. If Whites were as Racist as we are told we are.....This 15 year old kid 

would still be alive. That Aunti-Semtism the Jooz whine about is what's going to keep them 

from making sure its you or your family next in line for this treatment. Jooz and Brownz are 

the problem, White Racism and Anti-Semitism is the solution, it’s pulling up your man pants 

and running the tolerance train right into expulsion-now town. Which is why Jooz and 

Brownz do not like White Racism.....Itz harder to rape, rob, parasite and exterminate you, 

because you’re White, If you don't bend over and let them do it. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Author: Jim Hoft – The Gateway Pundit 

 

A Syrian migrant stabbed 15 year-old Arminas Pileckas to death at school after he defended 

a female classmate from sexual assault. 

 



 
 

Arminas Pileckas was stabbed to death at school in Sweden this week. 

 

The parents of 15 year old Lithuanian boy Arminas Pileckas have blasted Sweden and the 

Swedish media for cowardice in the face of the migrant threat, and for covering up the 

murder of their son. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The Greatest Crime On Earth Since Holocaust Potter And the Gas Chamber Of Secrets 

Is........Some dude who wore a T-Shirt protesting rape.......The real crime is a thought crime 

against the Anti-White Jewish narrative.  

 

 

 

 

Head of German Anti-Migrant Group Faces Prosecution for Wearing Anti-Rape T-Shirt 
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The head of the anti-migrant PEGIDA movement in Germany faces prosecution for wearing 

an anti-rape T-shirt at a rally this weekend. 

 

Lutz Bachmann wore a “Rapefugees not welcome” to a rally after hundreds of women were 

sexually assaulted on New Year’s Eve. 


